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welcome...

We are so pleased to welcome you back to
cricket and WOW what an exciting year is
ahead!! The cricket season is well under
way with some wonderful matches and
very special performances having already
taken place and we are so pleased that the
DJ Coaching flag is flying higher than ever.
Nothing can ever truly replace hard work and
we are excited this year for all players and
coaches who continually put so much hard
work in and the results which hopefully they
will achieve. A special wish for 2017 to all
the parents and family members that assist
with the fetching and carrying and making
sure the players have the opportunity to
train, play and enjoy the game they love so
much, may 2017 be an amazing year for you
all. Thank you in advance to everyone for
making sure the wheels of the DJ Coaching
bus continue to always move forward in
2017 because we are all a TEAM and Together
Everyone Achieves More.

The Bizhub Highveld Lions U19 team were the CSA Franchise Cubs Week Champions.
Well done to all our DJ Coaching players involved!!
Congratulations to the three SA U19 players
selected from the Lions Franchise. The fourth
Lions player selected was the SA U19 Captain
Wiaan Mulder who was not present at the
awards. Well done boys!! DJ Coaching is super
proud of you all. Special Congratulations to the
entire SA U19 team who won the Tri-angular
series between SA, Sri Lanka and Zimbabwe.

Congratulations to all the players
that represented their different
Provincial and Franchise cricket
teams at the recent Cricket South
Africa National tournaments held
in December 2016 and January
2017. We are so proud of all our
DJ Coaching players who flew
the flag high with great skill
and wonderful sportsmanship
qualities both on and off the field.
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We always like to share an email every now
and then and thought at the start of the year
that this email would be nice to share with you.
We have removed the child’s and parents name
to avoid any embarrassment for them.

Morning Jono
Thank you for the update and we are also looking
forward to the cricket season 2017.
Hope you don’t mind if I share some news with
you with regards to *****.
As you may are aware **** was selected for Far
North , regionals and to conclude the year was
selected for the Gauteng under 12 Team which
played in the SA North Regional Festival.
**** team was unbeaten in the 4 matches played
over the tournament and also in the warm match
against the second Gauteng team.
**** had a very successful tournament. He
continued in opening the batting for the team,
scoring a high score of 101 and averaging 62 over
the four matches played, his bowling figures were
also very good. I also noted that the other boys
that I recognised that also attend DJ Coaching also
performed well. Keagan’s confidence has grown
tremendously over 2016 and the feedback received
from the coaches and most recently from the
Gauteng Coach on his performance and leadership
was extremely positive and complimentary.
Again, I would just like to thank DJ Coaching and
especially Noel, Braydon (Regionals Tournament)
and all other coaches for the tremendous
contribution you have all made in development
of **** and cricket as a whole for the boys. ****
commitment and work ethic and very importantly
his passion for the game is wonderful to observe
and participate in.

On the 1st of August 2016 BC Cricket Analysis
started working with some of the DJ Coaching
cricket boys and coaches. It has been an
amazing experience thus far connecting with

young cricketers from different schools,
as well as DJ coaches all with a common
goal of improving their cricket skills through
detailed analysis, emphasising on the
coaches’ passionate work with the kids.
BC Cricket Analysis provides an opportunity
for all kids involved to polish up their skill
levels in a very detailed, yet exciting manner
in which they can see themselves in action.
It is a privilege to work with these future
stars, and also a privilege to add value at
this stage in their young cricketing careers.
For more Information please contact:
Dumisa Makalima
(Founder & Director of BC Cricket Analysis)

Cell: 061 831 4598

Who wants it more :
how motivation affects
performance
By Daniel Gallan

pressure.”
What can be perceived as a lack of motivation
could be viewed as a manifestation of a lack
of confidence. Confidence is paramount to
This is a new year, with new challenges but with
peak performance and an athlete lacking
the continued focus and work with DJ Coaching,
confidence would understandably appear
I have no doubt that it will be a fruitful and
apprehensive when compared to a colleague
successful year again.
or opponent swimming in self-belief. From a
Wishing you continued success both personally
neuropsychological perspective, according to
and professionally in 2017.
Kruger, confidence is a function of memory.
When the brain is able to recall previous
Our sincere thanks to you all,
situations where it has successfully executed
Regards
a skill or action that is required in the moment,
DJ Coaching Supporter and Friend
it is able to exude a confidence that allows for
an uninhibited game. This helps executing those
performance processes more effectively which
in turn impacts motivation.
“True confidence comes from reviewing and
The Oxford coxswain (r) motivates his team reminding yourself of the work you have put
as they row against Cambridge at the annual in and revisiting the times when you have
Boat Race between the two prestigious actually mastered the specific skill or executed
universities. Motivation can be used as a tool it well under pressure,” Kruger says. He warns
Everything you do
when a team or individual is not performing well though that the problem with confidence being
is based on the choices
RTIES AND HOLIDAY SPORTS CLINICS CONTACT JONO LEAF-WRIGHT:and reminds struggling athletes of previous a function of memory is that sometimes it is
you make. It’s not your
not something you can easily fast track. This is
successes. Image supplied by Action Images.
parents, your past
You might not remember the first time you heard where an extra little motivation can be used as
it, but you surely know that you have. Some a tool to help speed up this process.
relationships, your job,
defeated captain or star player sidles up in front This can come from a number of sources; close
the economy,
the school
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of a camera, awkwardly avoids eye contact with family and friends, senior players, coaching
you at, the weather, an
the interviewer, and with an anxious shrug of staff, or the psychologist himself. The challenge
argument or your age that
the shoulders simply says, “They just wanted it is filtering out all that negative feedback that
invariably comes with poor performances. This
more.”
is to blame. You and only
Glib statements like this make every fan cringe is even more challenging in the modern era
you are responsible for
and the most ardent supporter blood curdle. where any wannabe pundit or self-proclaimed
every decision and
Doesn’t other team wanted it more, you must be expert can spew vitriol directly at the athlete
joking? This millionaire athlete, representing his or coach. As Kruger points out, in a normal
choice you make.
city, province or nation lost because he didn’t work environment, a person might get one or
want to win? This sports star living a dream life two performance appraisals a year, and almost
couldn’t muster up the enthusiasm to put in a certainly just in the presence of their immediate
committed performance? Clichés are one thing employers. How would your motivation be
impacted if your every move was scrutinized
but this takes the cake.
The idea that athletes lack motivation irks us and criticised?
because we assume they would unconditionally Kruger explains that in the Springbok camp, and
strive for the perfect performance every time indeed most professional teams, players are
they compete. Though this is almost always aware that the wheel turns and criticism could
true, it is important to note that for many be directed at anyone at any time. Subsequently,
athletes, certain matches or events are not encouragement can always be found from a
deemed as important as others. In a previous teammate, even from one competing for the
article, retired Springbok, Victor Matfield, said same jersey.
that the matches he played for the Bulls in For players carrying tackle bags or water
the Currie Cup and Super Rugby were not as bottles, motivation is a variable that needs to
The obvious goal in batting is to score runs, a lot
important as the ones he played for his country. be addressed. These athletes might not be
of them! 50’s, 100’s, BIG 100’s !
That is understandable as the focus was always starting, but they are competitive individuals
who yearn to contribute and earn a regular
Every batter wants to do this, but they don’t
going to be this year’s Rugby World Cup.
In a long season like Major League Baseball, place on the field. “This is one of the most
always turn that intent into a plan and then
where teams play 162 games before the difficult aspects to deal with in professional
manage it.
postseason begins, athletes are physically and sports,” says Kruger, who was involved in a lot
1. Game Plan:
emotionally incapable of giving it their all each of the discussions surrounding team selection
Work out your game plan and practice it in the
and every match. When the St Louis Cardinals, with Heyneke Meyer at the recent World Cup.
nets and with your coach.
who have the best record in the 2015 season “These are not light-hearted decisions. Not even
so far, are up against the struggling Cincinnati the so-called experts on TV can agree about who
· 	
Write down how you are going to work
Reds, many of their athletes might have an eye the best player for each position is. I work with
through each phase of your innings, it will
on upcoming fixtures against the New York these players to focus on their own individual
make you apply your mind and think about
Yankees. These are still professional athletes goals and make sure that they stay in the best
what you want to make happen in the middle.
and proud individuals who always want to win, possible frame of mind to be ready to take the
You are designing your innings.
but to expect them to approach each game with opportunity if or when it comes.”
Professional athletes and coaches don’t stumble
the same gusto is idealistic.
· Key Stages: Getting In – Establishing Your
That is why both athletes and coaching staff on a career path or find their way into their
Innings – Consolidating Your Innings –
profession
through happenstance. They are
need
from time
to time.
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Your Innings.
might be an issue as all elite athletes struggle involved in a sport they love and in a field they
·	Strike Rotation: How you are going to rotate
with form and consequently get harangued have worked tirelessly to be a part of. When a
strike so that you can keep your innings
on social media and by the press. Perhaps he Springbok rugby player pulls on that green and
or she has become far too acquainted with gold jersey, he does not need to be reminded
moving forwards whilst the opposition bowls
theWWW.DJCOACHING.CO.
bench and grown ZA
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of opportunities. Whatever the reason, an team. Apart from the pride that comes with
·	Boundary Options: Working on Driving,
unmotivated athlete is not running at full tilt. representing one’s nation or club, most athletes
Cutting and Pulling so that you have options
crave to be the best and their relentless pursuit
Enter the sports psychologist.
off front and back foot to put away bad balls
Before attempting to unravel the mystery of of perfection drives them onwards.
motivation, it is important to dispel a few myths “Not a single professional player that I have
from the bowler, when they get their line and
surrounding sports psychology. As Professor worked with would ever run out on to the field
length wrong. Play to your strengths.
Pieter Kruger, Performance Psychologist for thinking they will just go through the motions
·	Keep it simple, the subconscious mind wants
the South African national rugby team, the and not care about their performance,” says
simplicity and direction. It’s as simple as watch
Springboks, says, “Most people see the role of Kruger. “Often (when in poor form) they may
the ball, hit the ball, repeat.
a sports psychologist as being a motivator.” He even try harder, leading to overcompensation,
says that any direct attempt to motivate a team which could lead to further mistakes.”
would probably be less than 5% of what he does.
2. Practice:
Instead, his main aim involves implementing Sport is riddled with clichés and overused terms.
Use training opportunities in the nets and with
and monitoring performance processes which Some are soul warming and endearing and stir
your coach to work on what you want to make
impact how a team or individual will perform up feelings of nostalgia. Anything referencing
happen in game time.
another team or player “wanting it more” is
under pressure.
“Motivation is a by-product of getting performance not one of these terms and should be scrapped
·	
If you don’t have a specific game plan for
processes in place,” he says. “The performance from our vocabulary entirely. Every athlete and
practice that replicates your game plan in the
processes will set specific performance goals, coach wants “it”. That is why they’re involved
middle, you are not training anything other
and motivation can be seen as the will to pursue in elite sport. Instead of scratching the surface
than having a bit of fun.
these goals, with a specific direction and drive, with a tired platitude, anyone interested in why
while keeping composure.” Whenever you hear a team lost or an underdog triumphed should
someone say, “the other team wanted it more”, instead examine the performance processes
3. Managing your mind while you
it would probably be a more accurate statement and attribute success or failure to a team
bat.
to say, “the other team was better at executing of individual’s ability to execute them under
·	
More time batting in the middle is spent
their skills in a composed manner while under pressure.
waiting for the bowler to bowl than it is facing
the bowler or hitting the ball.

“

Every job, no matter how glamorous, can get
tedious from time to time. So then how do they
do it? How do those elite athletes who reach
over 100 caps for their country or compete
in multiple Olympic Games stay hungry and
focused over many years in the same sport? Of
course the pursuit of glory is a driving factor,
and motivation comes easy when things are
going well, but every athlete goes through
dips in form and enthusiasm. This is when
motivation can be used as a tool to set things
right. CONQA Sport speaks with Professor Pieter
Kruger, Performance Psychologist for the South
African national rugby team, the Springboks,
and debunks a few misconceptions surrounding
sports psychology, and finds how motivation
affects performance in elite sport.
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Batting tips,
the mental game
and game plans
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·	Managing this time between balls is a key part
of batting and this is where top players excel.
·	They are the masters of keeping their minds
quiet between balls, literally switching them
off to recharge the battery, to then switch the
focus back on when the bowler gets back to
the top of his mark.
· How do they do it?
·	
Practice managing your focus in training,
so that it runs on automatic in game time.
Between balls in practice: At both the strikers
end and at the non strikers end.

“Places to visit” more
effective than “goals”

Wishing you and your families a year filled with
Central Gauteng A team.
many opportunities, exciting challenges, growth, By using the term “PLACE TO VISIT” instead of
gratitude and fulfilment. We take this opportunity
the term “goal”, you will stimulate many added
to thank you for reading our articles. Feel free to
benefits:
·	
Build a batting routine between balls that
email, rikkidworcan@gmail.com any feedback
PLACES TO VISIT inspire a picture in your mind’s
rests the mind so you can switch it back on
or questions regarding our Champion Academy
eye of what it will look and feel like to play in the
when you need to.
newsletter articles and any enquiries regarding
Central Gauteng A team.
our Champion Academy mental toughness
PLACES TO VISIT impose less pressure, as
·	Focus on your breathing, your positive self talk,
training.
experiencing the place with different levels of
relaxing your body and quietening your mind
It is the start of the year and the word goals are
learning is much bigger than just achieving a goal.
to manage your mental energy effectively.
constantly been tossed around. At The Champion
PLACES TO VISIT are your destinations. If you do
Academy we don’t use the word GOALS for the
not visit your place in the way you had visualised,
DJ Coaching recommends EyeGym for any cricket
following reasons:
you can choose to visit it differently next time or
player or sportsman. It works on your visual speed
• Goals are often just words.
choose another place.
and enhancesperformance. If you are interested
• Goals imply either/or statements that impose
When you use “PLACES TO VISIT”, you will
please visit www.eyegym.co.za or feel free to
even more pressure!
develop the constant ability to see, feel and
contact the EyeGym Team, Dr Sherylle Calder &
•Goals that are not achieved imply failure making
experience possible destinations in your mind,
Christi Botha on info@drsheryllecalder.com
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foundation
of learning
to construct
Pressure and failure is part of development and it
the reality you want.
is par for the course. There is just a more valuable
Begin to see your year as a JOURNEY, write down
way of moving forward on your journey toward
your “PLACES TO VISIT”, and feel the enjoyment
growth, than the achieving or not achieving of
of experiencing these places in your mind already!
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At The Champion Academy, we see and call your
COORDINATION ASSESSMENT NUMERIC
goals “PLACES TO VISIT” on your journey toward by Toni Gaddie
TRAINING PROGRAM
& Sports Psychologist
development or toward your ultimate goal that Clinical
(toni@gaddie.net)
we call “YOUR ULTIMATE PLACE!”.
Your “PLACES TO VISIT” (goals) are those places
that you want to experience this year. For eg. My
TOTAL COORDINATION ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
“PLACE
TO VISIT” for 2017 is to get selected for the *Toni Gaddie co-founded The Champion Academy with her sister Rikki Gaddie Dworcan in 2012.
5 DAY HOLIDAY CLINICS

I CAN

• SYNCHRONISATION OF MOVEMENT

watch these links:

• HAND-EYE/PERIPHERAL SKILLS
• RESISTANCE AND MOBILITY
• BALANCE AND RHYTHM
www.icancoord.co.za
Bill Corner - 082 933 9521 or bill@icancoord.co.za

LESS 15% FOR DJ COACHING PLAYERS!

AB De Villiers cover drive tips
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=rTkEE3ozzF4
Dale Steyn bowling master class
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=P-tPBZpC6v0

Enjoy the videos

win a pair of
Cutty shoes!
All you have to do is answer 2 questions:

011 706 7433

vitality schools
programme

1. Who is the shoe sponsor
for the DJ Coaching
Newsletter Competition?
2. What is the quote
of the month?
The first correct email sent to
info@djcoaching.co.za will win the prize.

Your athletes can reach their personal best
The benefits of team sports for
young athletes

If you want your child to grow up to be a confident
and well-adjusted adult, then team sports may
well be the answer. Kids who take part in team
sport learn that it doesn’t just come down to the
best player. It also comes down to working as
a team, accepting decisions and understanding
that people have different abilities.

Learning about values

• a sense of belonging/team membership
• social interaction skills
• physical skills
• self-esteem and self-concept
• team goal-setting skills
• self-discipline, patience and persistence
• resilience through sharing positive and negative
experiences

Getting active (together)

to Connor Isaacs
for winning the Cutty sneakers from last
editions competition.

Our Vision:

With so much research emphasising the benefits
To be the best at what we do
of getting more exercise rather than being a
Playing a team sport provides kids with important
Our Mission:
couch potato, knowing your child is involved in
lessons in personal values. Kids learn that things
To exceed customer expectations through
team sports can put a parent’s mind at ease.
aren’t going to go their way all the time, and
It’s satisfying for parents to know that your kids
being creative, inspirational, passionate,
that they need to respect their peers as well as
are getting fit and healthy instead of just playing
referees and sports officials. These experiences
focused and by celebrating success.
electronic games or watching television. But as
can influence them throughout their lives such
well as the social side of standing around with
as when it comes to working for a boss, or
other parents and making friendships, there can
respecting the police or other authority figures.
be a spin off too. Sometimes parents look at their
Team sports are also be good for a child’s mental
kids running around and think, ‘maybe we should
health. Children whoFOR
playPRIVATE
team sports
learnCOACHING,
CRICKET
SPORTS BIRTHDAY PARTIES AND HOLIDAY SPORTS CLINICS CONTACT JONO LEAF-WRIG
get together and do something like that, too’.
how to be more resilient when presented with
a setback, and are less likely to feel isolated.
Team sports give kids the opportunity to:
Society puts a lot of pressure on kids to be more
• Be less selfish and to think of other people.
academic. But there is also evidence to suggest
• Deal with losing as well as winning. They learn
that physical activity might increase numeracy
FACEBOOK.COM/DJCOACHINGCRIC
CELL: 082 783 4772
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things are not going to go their way, or
the
and literacy.
team’s way, all the time.
Remember in the welcome note we
•
Overcome shyness by putting them into
When your kids take part in team sports
mentioned that as a TEAM, Together
situations where they need to communicate
they develop:
Everyone Achieves More. With this in
with others.
• friendship and camaraderie
mind have a wonderful and very special
• Become more sociable in different environments.
• cooperation and teamwork skills
year ahead. Work hard while having fun
They have to deal with different people, who
• leadership skills
and enjoying every moment. Your attitude
may or may not be their friends.
• appreciation of different abilities
in any TEAM which you are a part of is
• respect for team mates/opponents/officials

Final thought

If you are interested in having cricket nets/pitch installed at your house or venue
and need any assistance please contact Jono Leaf-Wright on 082 783 4772
for some free help. Jono will assist you with getting quotes from relevant suppliers
QUOTEand will give
you advice on the project as an added benefit of being a part of the DJ Coaching Family.
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crucial and our question to you for 2017
is that if your attitude was contagious
would your attitude be worth catching?
Thanks for the continued support and
look out for the next newsletter towards
the end of April.
Have fun and always work hard.

All venue enquiries contact: Jono Leaf-Wright: jono@djcoaching.co.za
CELL: 082 783 4772

JONO@DJCOACHING.CO.ZA
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COACHING VENUES:
Dainfern College • Sandton Indoor Action Arena • Montrose Primary School • Bryanston Primary • Rivonia Primary • KD Linksfield • KD Sandton • KD Victory Park • Rivonia Sports Centre

www.sandtonactionsports.co.za

